Coherency and differential Mueller matrices for polarizing media.
The elements of the coherency matrix give the strength of the components of a Mueller matrix in the coherency basis. The Z-matrix (called the polarization-coupling matrix or state-generating matrix) represents a partial sum of the coherency expansion. For transmission through a deterministic medium, the coherency elements can be used directly as generators to calculate the development of polarization upon propagation. The commutation properties of the coherency elements are investigated. New matrices that we call the W-matrix and the X-matrix, both different representations of the Z-matrix in a Jones basis, are introduced. The W-matrix controls the transformation of the Jones vector and also the covariance matrix. The product of the X-matrix with its complex conjugate gives the matrix representation of the Mueller matrix in the Jones basis. The development of Mueller matrix and coherency matrix elements upon propagation through some examples of a uniform medium is investigated. It is shown that the coherency matrix is more easily interpreted than the Mueller matrix. Analytic expressions are presented to calculate the elementary polarization properties from coherency matrix elements or Mueller matrix parameters.